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5.1 Review: 

In the last lecture we studied the physics behind the time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) 

of relatively thick (> 50-500 nm) oxides. Although oxides so thick are no longer used as gate 

dielectric, they are used as inter-level dielectric insulating the interconnect layers from each other. 

In the last lecture, we studied how such thick oxides break as a function of time. Today we are 

going to study the physics of TDDB for thin (~10 nm) and very thin (< 3-5nm) gate oxides. 

 

5.2 Thin Oxide Breakdown: 

The thin oxides mainly breakdown by Anode Hole Injection (AHI). We are going to differentiate 

between thin oxide (~ 10 nm) and very thin oxides (< 3-5 nm) because of an important difference in 

the physics behind the tunneling of carriers. The tunneling mechanism involved in TDDB of thin 

oxides is Fowler – Nordheim (FN) tunneling while for very thin oxides, its direct tunneling (DT). 

For thin oxides at very high electric field the effective oxide thickness reduces as shown in the Fig. 

2a and the barrier is triangular which is called FN tunneling regime. On the other hand for very thin 

oxides the barrier is trapezoidal as shown in Fig. 2b and direct tunneling (DT) is observed. 

 
(a)    (b) 

Figure 1: Energy barrier in Fowler – Nordheim (FN) tunneling and Direct Tunneling (DT) regime. 

(~10 nm) (< 3-5 nm) 



The time to breakdown is given by, 
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where, NBD is number of  traps needed for dielectric breakdown (it depends on oxide thickness and 

transistor area, but does not depend on stress voltage, as we will see later), k is a constant and Jh is 

the hole current. The hole current Jh is a product of 3 components 
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where, Je is electron tunneling current, a is the number of holes created per injected electron and TP 

is the probability that this hole will tunnel back through the oxide creating a defect in the oxide. Let 

us take a look at these 3 components separately in greater details 

 

5.2.1 The electron tunneling current, Je: 

It is important to realize that Je ? Jgate. The gate leakage current has 3 distinct components as shown 

in Fig. 2 from which Je is only one part. The inversion holes tunneling through the oxides are not 

energetic or ‘hot’ enough to break a bond. Similarly, the electron tunneling through the Zener 

process will only contribute to oxide damage  substantially only if Je is negligible. This is because 

Jzener is typically small (~1eV extra tunneling barrier) and have less energy  compared to Je.  

 

 
Figure 2 Three components of gate leakage current 
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The electron current Je for FN tunneling is given by,  
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where, A and ß is a constant EOX is oxide electric field, tOX is oxide thickness, f b is barrier height. 

Direct tunneling current can be compute by solving the Schrodinger-Poisson equation numerically. 

 

5.2.2 Number of holes created out by each hot electron, a (Quantum Yield) 

The electrons tunneling through the gate oxide are ‘hot’ and have a lot of excess energy as it enters 

the conduction band of the anode (Si or poly-Si). In case of FN tunneling the electrons tunnel to 

the conduction band of oxide where they cool off through phonon emission (mean-free path ~ 15 

nm) but still have Einj energy when they get injected into the conduction band of semiconductor as 

shown in Fig. 3 

 
Figure 3 Electron tunneling and knocking out a hole in the valance band. 

 

The electron injection energy for FN tunneling in the thin oxide can be computed by solving the 

differential equation    OX
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Here, E is the energy of the electrons, Eox is the electric field and l is the mean free path. For 

relatively thick oxide, the exponential term in (3) will drop away and Einj will scale linearly with 

the oxide-field.  

 

For direct tunneling in the very thin oxides typically much smaller than λ, there is no energy loss 

due to interaction with phonon and tunneling is elastic 

inj applied
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The subsequent impact ionization by the energetic electrons depends not only on Einj, but also on 

the material used for gate electrode.  For metal gate, conventional impact ionization does not 

happen but the whole sea of available holes vibrate as a whole due to hot electron and a plasmon is 

created. At the end of the vibration 2 electrons with much lower energy and a hot hole are created. 

The plasmons are created only by very hot electrons with Einj > 8 eV.  

 
Figure 4 Surface Plasmon in metal gate 

 

For Si or poly-Si anode, depending on the energy of ionizing electrons and the doping of the 

substrate, the ionization can be classified in 3 types as shown in the figure below, 
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Figure 5 Types of Impact Ionizations 

 

As shown in the figure above, the n-doped substrate has majority carrier impact ionization causing 

a hole of energy Einj – EG. For  p-doped substrate (or inverted n-doped substrate), in addition to the 

majority carrier ionization (same as n-substrate), there is an additional impact ionization  called 

minority carrier. There are two types of minority ionization:  The hot electron can either drop to the 

conduction band and create a hot hole of energy Einj , or the electron can drop to the valance band 

creating a hot hole of energy Einj + EG. 

 

The probability that a hole will be created by the above impact ionization processes is shown in the 

figure below. The surface plasmon has a very high threshold of 8 eV and a decrease vary quickly 

for lower energy. The majority and minority carrier impact ionization has a threshold of ~5 eV and 

the two processes have a very small difference below the threshold energy in terms of number of 

holes generated per injected electrons. 
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Figure 6 Ln (a) vs. energy of injected electron for plasmon emission and impact ionization. 

 

Figure 7: Ln (a TP) vs. energy of injected electron for majority and minority carrier impact 

ionization. 
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5.2.3 Probability of hole tunneling back into the oxide, TP: 

For surface plasmon TP = 0 since the hole have low energy. The product of aTP vs. energy is shown 

in the Fig. 7. Although the majority and minority carrier impact ionization curves are close in Fig. 6, 

they split up in Fig. 7 as shown. Fig. 8 shows the relative contribution of number of holes as a 

function of energy from various I.I. processes. The relative contribution of the number of holes 

from MI-1 and MI-2 to the total number of holes generated is very small and hence the curves are 

close in Fig. 6. On the other hand the oxide barrier stops most of the holes created by majority and 

MI-1 impact ionization process from tunneling, but as the holes created by MI-2 are much hotter 

they can tunnel through the oxide barrier causing the split in the 2 curves in Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 8. The relative contribution of number of holes (x - axis) as a function of energy from 

various I.I. processes 

 

Finally, The AHI (Anode hole injection) process is called ~1/E theory since both Je and Jp are 

proportional to exp(-A/EOX),  
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And time for breakdown can be written as  
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Hence  
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In other words, lower the gate voltage, higher is the lifetime, as expected. 

 

5.3 Conclusion: 

Today we have discussed various aspect of Anode Hole Injection theory to interpret field-

dependence of TDDB lifetime. In the next class, we will apply this theory to understand a wide 

variety of experimental observations so that you become comfortable in using the theory and 

understanding the implications of it.  


